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ABSTRACT: This article describes and evaluates Gilbert Gottlieb’s role as an
intermediator between psychology and evolutionary biology. He proposed that
altered developmental conditions gave rise to new behavioral phenotypes
(behavioral neophenotypes) that could provide the basis for initiating speciation.
As an example, Gottlieb cited sympatric speciation of two species of fruit flies
(Rhageletis pomella), which he believed was based on an ontogenetic shift in
pupal feeding on apples or hawthorn fruit which determined their adult selection
of apple or hawthorn trees for ovipositing. Recent evidence has provided
additional links in the process of speciation of these fruit flies. Unlike other efforts
to incorporate evolution in psychology, Gottlieb’s theoretical contribution was
based on actual evolutionary processes including recent developments in the field of
evo-devo. � 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Dev Psychobiol 49: 800–807, 2007.
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INTRODUCTION

I do not know if Gottlieb would agree with the title of my

tribute to him but I do believe it captures where he placed

himself, poised between psychology and evolutionary

biology with an eye to integrating them. Very early he

published a major review of his research and theoretical

contributions in Quarterly Review of Biology (Gottlieb,

1968) and the titles of his earliest volume published in

1971 (Gottlieb, 1971a) located his research in the field of

developmental embryology. His most recent publications,

on the other hand, are aimed mainly at psychologists: In

2004, he published an article with Robert Lickliter in the

journal Social Development entitled ‘‘The various roles of

animal models in understanding human development

(Gottlieb & Lickliter, 2004).’’ Earlier in 1998, 2002, and

2003 he published articles intended to reach psychologists

in the journals Psychological Review (Gottlieb, 2002a),

Cognitive Development (Gottlieb, 2002b), and Develop-

ment and Psychopathology (Gottlieb & Halpern, 2002),

Human Development (Gottlieb, 2003).

Gottlieb was trained as a clinical psychologists but his

research interest was the phenomenon of postnatal

imprinting in birds. A clinical psychologist would find

imprinting within the scope of his interest because of

prevalent theories of the importance of early experience in

establishing lifelong patterns of social responsiveness.

In Gottlieb’s hands, however, this took a different turn

largely because of the influence of those he considered his

mentors Kuo (1976), Schneirla (1965), and Lehrman

(1970). His research turned to the origins in embryonic

development of the responsiveness to sensory stimulation,

particularly auditory and visual responsiveness, upon

which postnatal imprinting in mallard ducks depended.

The concept of plasticity of embryonic development and

embryonic origins of species-typical behavior, proposed

by his mentors, motivated his early research.

The research was highly successful, as I shall

briefly describe, and it brought Gottlieb into contact with

the field of developmental embryology, which, in

turn, raised the issue in his thinking of the place of
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embryological development in evolutionary theory.

Evolutionary theory was dominated at that time (and still

today) by the New Synthesis (Huxley, 1943) in which

Darwinian natural selection was wedded to Mendelian

genetics; it omitted and ignored development as a

relevant area of evolutionary biological research. Equally

neglected in this new synthesis, except by a handful of

evolutionary biologists (Mayr, 1963; Schmalhausen,

1949; Waddington, 1959; West-Eberhard, 1989, and

others (see Bateson, 1988, 2004)), was the role that

behavior played in evolution. From the early 1990’s till his

death, Gottlieb promoted the role of behavior in evolution

in an article (Johnson & Gottlieb, 1990), a volume

(Gottlieb, 1992) and a more recent article (Gottlieb,

2002a). It is this phase of his life’s work that I want to

review in detail in this tribute, but first his earlier research

and thinking.

EMBRYONIC BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT:
THE PRODUCT OF EVOLUTION

Gottlieb’s early research was on the role of prehatch

self-stimulation in the development of responsiveness

to posthatch maternal calls in mallard ducklings. He

found that phenotypic development of species-specific

social responses in embryonic ducklings was plastic,

not genetically predetermined. Embryonic behavioral

development was the product of evolutionary change in

which developmental processes of increasing plasticity

intervened between the genome and the phenotype

(Gottlieb, 1968, 1970, 1971b). This research was

very influential in spawning a field of psychological

research on embryonic and fetal sensory responsive-

ness and sensory interaction affecting newborn respon-

siveness to social and nonsocial stimulation among

birds (Impekoven, 1976; Jaime & Lickliter, 2006;

Lickliter, 2005; Sedláček, 1962; Vince, 1969), rats

(MacLennan, Smotherman, & Solomon, 1998; Robinson,

2005; Smotherman, 1982) and primates including humans

(Barick, Flom, & Lickliter, 2002; Barick, Lickliter, &

Flom, 2006; Kawai, Morokuma, Tomonaga, & Tanak,

2004; Lecaunuet & Schaal, 1996; Lewkowicz, 2000;

Schaal, Marlier, & Soussignan, 1998).

Gottlieb viewed embryonic behavioral development

open to a wide variety of contemporary and antecedent

influences that could differ in different individuals and

produce different physiological and behavioral pheno-

types. He proposed the concept probabilistic epigenetics

to characterize the behavioral effects of these multiple

influences acting during development (Gottlieb, 1970),

challenging the prevailing view that behavioral develop-

ment was anchored solely in the genome. During

development nuclear and mitochondrial genomes present

in every cell are subject to all of the influences that

impinge upon cells not just those from other genes

(Gottlieb, 1992). As he stated ‘‘. . .there are signals from

the internal and external environment that activate DNA to

produce appropriate proteins.’’ (Gottlieb, 1998, p. 792).

Gottlieb found a way to conceptualize, the range of

possible behavioral outcomes of probabilistic epigenetic

development that would express the versatility of

the genome, when the developing embryo (and later

in his writing, the individual) is given the opportunity to

express this versatility, in the concept ‘‘norms of reaction’’

(Sarkar, 1999). A general definition of ‘‘norms of reac-

tion’’ for multiple genotypes is given by Fuller, Sarkar,

and Crews (2005) ‘‘Norms of reaction. . . represent the

phenotypic values of genotypes as functions of environ-

mental parameters . . .(that). . . permit the visualization of

differences in phenotypic response of different geno-

types.’’ (italics JSR, p. 445). Gottlieb, however, was

interested in different phenotypes arising from a single

genotype reared in different developmental environments.

EMBRYONIC BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT:
A SOURCEOF EVOLUTIONARYMODIFICATION

Adopting the concept ‘‘norms of reaction’’ provided

Gottlieb with the conceptual tool for linking probabilistic

epigenesis to evolutionary theory. Behavioral adaptation

to new ecological conditions, he proposed, need not await

the slow pace and random nature of genomic changes but

could occur relatively rapidly, in the evolutionary time

scale, by previously nonexpressed behaviors already in

the genomic ‘‘norms of reaction’’ repertoire of individuals

of the species (Nijhout, 2003; Rice & Pfennig, 2006). The

acknowledged great lability of behavior could lead to

adaptation to new ecological conditions with less labile

supporting functions following.

Among evolutionary biologists with at least some

behavioral orientation, this concept had already been

proposed (reviewed by West-Eberhard, 1989, 2003, 2005)

and discussed in some detail. It has been reviewed most

recently with respect to speciation through character

displacement by Rice and Pfennig (2006). But among

psychologists, to whom Gottlieb mainly aimed his

theoretical writings (e.g., Gottlieb, 2002a), who were

used to thinking of behavior as the product of evolution

rather than as a leading edge in evolutionary change, this

was a novel conception and it provided an evolutionary

context for phenomena that were studied by psychologists

as aspects of individual behavioral development.

One of these phenomena studied by psychologists is

the selective breeding of animals ranging from fruit flies

and bees to rats and mice, for behaviors ranging from

mating speed and nest cleaning to maze learning and
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emotionality in an open field. Selective mating segregates

a single behavioral population into two behavioral

populations, a process that is central in evolutionary

theories of speciation. Gottlieb (2002a) noted, however,

that the differences in aggression in mice bred selectively

were dependent on their developmental environment and

that the differences disappeared when this environment

was altered (Hood and Cairns, 1989).

Gottlieb (1992, 2002a) pointed out that studies by

psychologists showing the effects on adult learning

of early environmental enrichment in many species could

be seen in an evolutionary context. In the following

quotation Gottlieb proposed the conditions under which

these characteristics in natural populations could enable

individuals to respond adaptively to new situations they

encountered ‘‘The conditions that favor the appearance of

a behavioral neophenotype are severe or species-atypical

alteration in environmental contingencies early in life-

. . ..These changed contingencies can arise in two ways in

animals living in nature: (a) some sort of physical or

geographical change happens. . .(b) the migration of the

animal into a somewhat different habitat on the basis

of normal exploratory behavior. . .’’ (Gottlieb, 2002a,

p. 214).

The concept ‘‘norms of reaction’’ expresses the

variability of behavioral traits in individuals, that is,

behavioral neophenotypes, arising from a given genotype

during probabilistic epigenesis. Behavioral neopheno-

types arising in this manner are the expression of a single

genome and this genome is transmitted to the next

generation of offspring. Gottlieb recognized that the

range of behavioral neophenotypes produced in ‘‘norms

of reaction’’ studies are not matched by genome-based

evolutionary changes. To maintain the behavioral neo-

phenotypes, therefore, he proposed that their develop-

mental environments are ‘‘transmitted’’ to the next

generation. Johnson and Gottlieb (1990) stated ‘‘So long

as these new patterns of developmental interaction persist,

the new phenotype(s) will also persist.’’ (Johnson &

Gottlieb, 1990, p. 471).

EVIDENCE FOR THE ROLE OF BEHAVIORAL
NEOPHENOTYPES IN EVOLUTION

In 1992, Gottlieb published the volume (Gottlieb, 1992) in

which he introduced the concept of behavioral neo-

phenotypes, adopting the earlier use of this term by Kuo,

which referred to animals exhibiting new patterns of

behavior due to having undergone development in a novel

environment (see above). Gottlieb cited as examples of

behavioral neophenotypes only the laboratory studies of

selective breeding and environmental enrichment and

stress referred to above. In his last article on this subject,

however, Gottlieb discovered the rather large literature

on sympatric speciation, over the past 150 years, in the

domestic apple- and hawthorn-infesting species of

the maggot fly Rhagoletis pomonella (Gottlieb, 2002a).

He saw this species as an example of the role of behavioral

neophenotypes in the evolution of a new species.

The hawthorn fly is ancestral to the sympatric apple

species. Initially individual hawthorn flies selected

the apple fruit for ovipositing. Gottlieb proposed that this

has been maintained as a behavioral neophenotype

because the larva of these flies fed on apples which,

through learning, influenced their adult selection of

apples for oviposition. As he expressed it ‘‘Incipient

speciation began, and likely has been maintained by a

transgenerational behavior: something akin to but not as

straightforward as an imprinting-like olfactory preference

(i.e., a familiarity-inducing rearing experience) for

courting, mating, and ovipositing on the host which

the fly developed. . .’’ (Gottlieb, 2002a, p. 214). In the

next section, I want to place Gottlieb’s proposal in the

context of the pattern that has since emerged with further

research.

SYMPATRIC SPECIATION
IN RHAGELETIS POMELLA

The basic reproductive pattern is similar in the two species

of flies but there are several important differences. The

pattern consists of the following sequence:

(1) Males emerge from diapause as adults and arrive at

either haw or apple fruit trees before the females

(2) Females emerge from diapause as adults and arrive at

the haw or apple fruits

(3) Courtship, mating, and ovipositing of eggs on the fruit

(4) Rotting fruit with larvae fall to the ground

(5) Larvae feed on the fruit then leave it and bury

themselves in the earth beneath the apple or haw tree

(6) Pupae enter diapause before the prewinter chill

(7) Pupa remain in diapause at the base of the haw or

apple tree until the following summer when they

eclose (exit their cocoons as adults) and begin a new

cycle

Gottlieb has singled out as the key evolutionary event,

in this instance, the change in ontogenetic development

that results in a novel behavioral shift (a new behavioral

phenotype) that recurs across generations (Gottlieb,

2002a). This approach is in accord with what Kemp

(2007), a systems biologist, and West-Eberhard (1989,

2003, 2005) an evolutionary biologist, have proposed: any

evolutionary change that results in a new species (or

higher taxon) occurs in small increments and involves

multiple functions that contribute to the emergence and

functioning of the new species. Changes in certain key
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functions may be critical and one of these may initiate the

process of speciation. Subsequent changes follow in what

Kemp has labeled a ‘‘correlated progression’’—a small

change in one function calls forth a small change in

another related function, and this process continues in

small increments. In this way functional integrity of the

organism is maintained while change is introduced.

Gottlieb (2002a) outlined the progression of changes

following the key initial development of a new behavioral

phenotype as follows ‘‘. . .the first stage in the pathway to

evolution is a change in ontogenetic development that

results in a novel behavioral shift (a new behavioral

phenotype) that recurs across generations, encouraging

new environmental relationships. In . . .(the). . .second

stage . . .the new environmental relationships can bring

out latent possibilities for anatomical or physiological

change. Somatic mutations or changes in genetic

regulation may also occur in this stage, but a change in

structural genes need not occur at this stage. A change in

genes may occur in the third stage of the evolutionary

pathway, resulting from long-term geographic or be-

havioral isolation (separate breeding populations). It is

important to observe that, in this theory, evolution has

already occurred phenotypically at the behavioral,

anatomical, and physiological levels before the third

stage is reached.’’ (italics, JSR, Gottlieb, 2002a, p. 216).

Recent research has established that premating isola-

tion between apple and haw flies, based on their different

ovipositing sites, is nearly completely effective in

preventing cross breeding and maintaining consistent

allelle frequency differences. Moreover, hybrids do not

respond to the fruit odors to which the two host species

respond making it unlikely that they oviposit on either

host (Linn et al., 2004). Behavioral factors responsible for

the separation between the two sympatric species have

been studied: flies taken from beneath hawthorn trees

when released in a field having both hawthorn and apple

trees showed a strong preference (92 percent) for

hawthorn trees over apple trees but flies taken from apple

trees showed only a slight preference (55 percent) for

apple trees (Feder et al., 1994). When the kind of tree,

apple or hawthorn, under which they found themselves

when they emerged as adults from the cocoon was taken

into account, apple-origin flies chose apple fruit over

hawthorn-origin flies in the large majority of the cases

(92 percent) whereas hawthorn-origin flies continued to

choose hawthorn over apple fruit (83 percent of the cases).

Proximity to the tree of origin, a product of host specific

mating, is, therefore, of major importance in determining

where males and females mate and oviposit (Feder et al.,

1994).

In discrimating between hawthorn and apple trees and

their fruits, and mating and ovipositing on them, the

flies use plant-associated visual, olfactory, tactile, and

gustatory cues (Forbes & Feder, 2006). One would

expect the two species to respond specifically to the

visual and odor stimuli and combinations of them from

their host trees, and this is the case (Forbes & Feder,

2006); however, apple flies show avoidance of the

ancestral fruit odors.

The basis in sensory physiology for their preferences

are not known. Early research using antennal electro-

physiology was unable to establish different patterns of

responding to hawthorn and apple volatiles (Frey, Feder,

Palma, & Bush, 1998). Recent studies also have been

unable to find differences among apple and hawthorn flies

in the number and class of receptor neurons responding to

the different host odors (Linn et al. 2005a,b; Olsson, Linn,

& Roelofs, 2006a). Individual olfactory receptor neurons,

however, were responsive to different odors in different

populations of maggot flies (Olsson, Linn, & Roelofs,

2006b).

It has been suggested that the key evolutionary

changes, subsequent to hawthorn host flies ovipositing

on apple fruit are, as Filchak, Roetheie, & Feder (2000)

state ‘‘. . .the interplay between host phenology (i.e.,

annual cycle of breeding), temperature and diapause is

responsible for differentiating the races.’’ (italics JSR,

Filchak et al., 2000, p. 739–749). Since the fruit mature

about 3 weeks earlier on apple trees on which apple fly

females oviposit than the fruit of hawthorn trees, the

reproductive cycles of both the male and female apple

flies are accelerated, compared to the original population

of hawthorn-infesting maggot flies. Moreover they are

coordinated between the sexes in order for the males to

arrive at the apples earlier to court the females when they

arrive and for the females to be ready to mate and oviposit

in the apples.

This kind of reproductive shift in timing of mating

and ovipositing is likely to be the consequence of

stimulus-induced hormonal secretory and responsiveness

changes (Bush & Smith, 1998; Nijhout, 2003) that have

been studied in other species. Filchak et al. (2000) propose

that it is the key behavioral-inducing change in the apple

flies that enabled them to exploit a new resource within

their existing habitat (Feder, Roethle, Filchak, Niedbalski,

& Romero-Severson, 2003). As a consequence of this

phenological change they became responsive to the odors

of ripening apples and lost their responsiveness to

ripening haw (Prokopy, Diehl, & Cooley, 1988).

The shift in the time of apple fruit ripening required

important adaptations for the apple fruit larvae. First, they

had to subsist on apples, since haw fly larvae are unable to

subsist on apples and they die when offered only apples

(Prokopy et al., 1988). Second, they had to adapt to a long

period of warm weather late in the summer to prepare

for entering over-wintering diapause characteristic of

this species. Pupae of hawthorn flies are adapted to
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the normally shorter periods of warm temperature before

entering over wintering diapause, and respond to the

extended warm temperature typical for apple flies by

either eclosing (emerging) as nondiapausing adults during

the 3-week period, ensuring that they die under prewinter

cold conditions or they interrupt diapause with insuf-

ficient time to complete adult development before

prewinter chilling and they too die. While the majority

of hawthorn larvae did not survive transfer to the apple

larvae schedule of pupation and diapause, a small number

did survive the transfer. Prokopy et al. (1988) have

proposed that ‘‘. . .the apple race was derived from the

slowest developing portion of the hawthorn fly emergence

distribution.’’ (Prokopy et al., 1988, p. 11420). They also

state, ‘‘. . .we came close to transforming the hawthorn

race genetically into the apple race after only a single

generation of mass selection by the 32-day treatment

(extended exposure to warm temperature).’’ (italics, JSR,

Prokopy et al., 1988, p. 11419).

As noted above, Gottlieb proposed that larvae feeding

on apples influenced their phenotypic development of a

preference to reproduce on apples. This is an example of

what has been called the ‘‘Hopkins’ principle of host

selection’’ (Hopkins, 1917), which states that larval

feeding experience is transferred to the adult stage by

conditioning or associative learning. Early studies by

Thorpe and Jones, 1937 and a recent study by Gandolfi,

Mattiacci, and Dorn (2003) have shown that larval

experience of host and host-related olfactory character-

istics can affect subsequent host selection for oviposition.

The adult codling mother ectoparasitoid Hyssopus

pallidus deposits its eggs on its host caterpillar in response

to chemical cues associated with the host and the host

plants on which it fed as a larva. The learned response

lasted however, only during the 14-day period ending with

ovipositing on the host (Gandolfi et al., 2003). Prokopy

et al. (1988), in the apple and hawthorn flies, tested the

possibility that larval learning of host chemical properties

of the fruit could account for the preferences shown by the

adults, but they were unable to show this was the case. In

another study, Helicoius butterflies, which are host plant

specialists for oviposition in their various habitats, were

unable to employ their larval feeding preference, acquired

during 15 days of feeding, to determine their host

preference for egg-laying (Kerpel & Moreira, 2005).

Apple fly speciation is very likely an instance in which

an existing behavioral response to hawthorn fruit in the

original host species was sufficiently broad so that male

and female flies breeding earlier in the season than

typically were able to select apples for ovipositing, which

had recently become available in their habitat. Speciation,

therefore, began, as Gottlieb has proposed, with a

behavioral response. This must have been repeated over

several generations before the larvae were able to survive

on the fruit of apples. Until this arose in the larvae, natural

selection could not accelerate the spread of the adult

practice of ovipositing on apples. Once the larvae could

survive feeding on apples, they gradually developed the

ability to enter diapause over a 3-week period and to

successfully survive prewinter cooling and winter, later to

emerge at the foot of an apple tree to repeat the cycle

(Feder et al., 2003). Further study is needed to substantiate

Gottlieb’s proposal that larval learning has played a role in

adult selection of apples for ovipositing. By whatever

means this occurred, however, there are at present allelic

differences at a few loci that underlie differences in host

fruit odor discrimination among these flies (Dambroski,

Linn, Berlocher, Roelofs, & Feder, 2005).

Gottlieb’s general proposition that behavior plays a

leading role in evolutionary changes that adapt animals to

their environments has received considerable research

support among evolutionary biologists. Several examples

culled from the recent literature are presented here.

Among Darwin’s finches in the Galapagos Islands, a

laboratory of evolutionary change (Grant, 2001; Grant

& Grant, 2006), under selection pressure the ground

finch Geospiza fortis that had earlier shifted its diet to

large seeds, shifted its diet to medium-sized seeds, thus

avoiding loss of hundreds of birds from starvation. This

followed the appearance on the island, on the one hand, of

a new finch species that ate only large seeds and had the

advantage of large beaks, and on the other hand,

simultaneously, the disappearance of the resident species’

former diet, small easy-to-open seeds, Accompanying the

behavioral shift and facilitating it was a simultaneous

decrease in bill size from its earlier large size (Pennesi,

2006).

Among the same Galapagos finches, a novel behavioral

change among cactus finches, that require pointy beaks to

eat the fruit of cactuses, has resulted in an increasing

number of individuals developing blunt beaks, which are

more suitable for eating small seeds and maladaptive for

eating cactus fruit (Grant & Grant, 2006; Zimmer, 2002).

In 1983, a drought resulting from La Niña wiped out the

cactus plants resulting in heavy mortality of cactus-eating

females that could not compete in feeding on cactuses

with their own males. The cactus-eating males then mated

with small seeding-eating females of the ground finches, a

novel behavior. The hybrids were fertile and produced

males that were imprinted on their father’s cactus finch

songs as were the daughters that later preferred to mate

with males that sang the cactus father’s song. In feeding,

moreover, the ground finches blunt beak was dominant

over the cactus finches’ pointed beak, so hybrids

developed increasingly blunt beaks enabling them to feed

on small seed but not on cactuses.

The emergence of responsiveness to chemical signals

from a predator qualifies as a behavioral neophenotype
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even if the response is nonbehavioral as in the blue mussel

(Mytilus edulis) (Freeman & Byers, 2006). This Southern

New England mussel has evolved the capacity over the

past 15 years to thicken its shell thereby rendering it

inpenetrable by the newly introduced predator, the Asian

shore crab (Hemigrapsus sanguineus). Northern New

England populations that have not yet been invaded by

this predator do not thicken their shells in response

to the chemical signal from this predator but do so in

response to another predator crab Carcinus maenas. Both

northern and southern mussel populations respond to

this long-established mussel predator of both populations

(Stockstad, 2006) but only the northern mussels respond

to the newly introduced predator.

Behavioral inhibition of a species-typical mate calling

response in the field cricket Teleogryllus arose in males

when parasitoid flies used the call to locate and lay their

eggs on the cricket (Zuk, Rotenberry, & Tinghitella,

2006). The fly larva burrow into the male and consume it

from within, ultimately killing it. A new silent type

male cricket (flatwings) appeared in the population as a

behavioral neophenotype over 20 generations during

which singing males dwindled in abundance. Since

females continue to require singing males to attract them

to mate, the silent males congregate around the few

singing males and intercept and mate with the females that

approach them.

Bateson (1988, 2004, 2005) has also proposed an active

role for behavior in evolution along the lines proposed by

Gottlieb. He has taken up this same problem: how can

individual adaptability based on newly devised behavior

(the behavioral neophenotype of Kuo and Gottlieb) play a

role in evolution. His focus has been on the adaptability

of behavior (i.e., ‘‘the adaptability driver’’): he has

attempted to distinguish between the processes respon-

sible for adaptation and those that lead to speciation.

Like Gottlieb, he has proposed that elements of adaptive

behavior, individually acquired through experience dur-

ing development, which enable animals to survive, may

provide a nucleus for the accumulation of mutations that

support the new behavior or serve the same adaptive

function (Bateson, 2005).

GOTTLIEB’S LEGACY

Gottlieb was among the most thoughtful and forceful

psychologists in bringing behavioral development into

the arena of evolution. He advanced significantly the

theoretical approach of his three mentors (Kuo, Schneirla,

and Lehrman) and deserves to join them historically.

In bringing behavioral development to the foreground

of evolution, Gottlieb displaced mutations (or genetic

modification of any kind) as the only source of new

behavioral phenotypes. He was convinced that ‘‘New

variations and adaptations are a consequence of changes

in individual development mediated by transgenerational

persistent changes.’’ (Gottlieb, 2002a, p. 216). In place of

‘‘genome-natural selection’’ theory of the New Synthesis,

he proposed a theory of adaptive behavioral changes in

evolution: adaptations are mediated by developmental

processes in response to the (contemporary) adaptive

demands of the environment and the maintenance of these

changes under similar developmental conditions in the

offspring. He has shown the way for psychologists to

think about behavioral development and evolution, going

beyond simply theorizing about natural selection and

adaptation, to deal with underlying developmental

processes of evolutionary change and speciation.
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